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Abstract
In [[6] Riv. Mat. Univ. Parma 11 (2) (1970) 79–96] Ferrero demonstrates a connection between a
restricted class of planar nearrings and balanced incomplete block designs. In this paper, bearing in
mind the links between planar nearrings and weakly divisible nearrings (wd-nearrings), ﬁrst we show
the construction of a family of partially balanced incomplete block designs from a special class of
wd-nearrings; consequently, we are able to give some formulas for calculating the design parameters.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
AnearringN is called aweakly divisible nearring (wd-nearring) if the following condition
is satisﬁed: ∀a, b ∈ N ∃x ∈ N |ax= b or bx= a. This algebraic structure was ﬁrst deﬁned
and studied in [4] and a method to construct a special class of wd-nearrings was found in
[2,3]. This method has been generalized and implemented in “ SONATA”, a package of
GAP [1].
The structure of a ﬁnite wd-nearring is quite similar to that of a better known planar
nearring. Since planar nearrings have been a powerful tool in the construction of balanced
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incomplete block designs (BIB-designs), in this paper it is shown that partially balanced
incomplete block designs (PBIB-designs) can be constructed from a class of wd-nearrings.
More precisely, the paper is organized as follows:
In Section 2 we gather some results on wd-nearrings which we will use throughout the
paper.
In Section 3, using the structure and the properties of a suitable class of wd-nearrings,
we show how it is possible to construct block designs and to compute their parameters.
In Section 4 we ﬁrstly recall that, starting from an orbital design and using a general
construction of Hall, it is possible to deﬁne an association scheme making the design a
PBIB-design. Then, we prove that the previously constructed designs are orbital designs or
a disjoint union of them. Thus, such designs become partially balanced and several formulas
to compute their parameters are proved.
In Section 5, to facilitate the application of the many steps of the whole construction, we
will conclude showing an example.
2. Weakly divisible nearrings
A left nearring is an algebraic structure N = (S,+, ∗) such that (S,+) is an additive
group, (S, ∗) is a multiplicative semigroup, and the left distributive low holds (see [5,9]).
In the sequel we always consider left zerosymmetric nearrings, that is, 0 ∗ x = 0, ∀x ∈ N .
In this section, we shall summarize the results, terminology and notation from [4,2,3]
that will be used in the sequel.
Deﬁnition 2.1. A nearring N is called weakly divisible (wd-nearring) if the following con-
dition is satisﬁed:
∀a, b ∈ N ∃x ∈ N | ax= b or bx= a.
In [4] it is proved that a ﬁnite wd-nearring N is the disjoint union of the nil radical Q (the
set of the nilpotent elements ofN) and the multiplicative semigroupC of the left cancellable
elements. Moreover, by Theorem 8 of [4], the set C is the disjoint union of its maximal
multiplicative subgroups, isomorphic to each other. As in [2], a denotes the left translation
deﬁned by a, for a ∈ N , that is, a(x) = ax, for every x ∈ N . We know that a is an
endomorphism of N+ which turns out to be an automorphism if, and only if, a is a left
cancellable element of N. Furthermore, by Proposition 2 of [2] we note that (C), the set
of the left translations deﬁned by the elements of C, is an automorphism group of N+ with
respect to composition, and the ﬁxed points of c = idN , c ∈ C, are nilpotent elements
of N.
Deﬁnition 2.2. Let p be a prime number and consider the residue class group (modulopn)
(Zpn,+). A pn-maximal wd-nearring N is a ﬁnite wd-nearring on (Zpn,+), in which the
set Q of the nilpotent elements of N coincides with pZpn .
Obviously, the ring Zpn is, in particular, a pn-maximal wd-nearring but this trivial case
will be excluded in the following.
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In [2,3] pn-maximal wd-nearrings are investigated and a construction method is shown.
In this paper we will limit our attention to the case where p is odd. Theorem 2.5 summarizes
the results from Theorems 2,3 of [2] and Theorem 1 of [3], needed in the sequel.
Deﬁnition 2.3. LetG be a group. LetHG andAut(G). For each orbit(g), g ∈ G,
the set of the cosets ofHwhich contain elements of(g) is calledH-class of(g), denoted
by [(g)]H .
Deﬁnition 2.4. LetG be a group. LetHG and Aut(G). Two orbits (g) and (g′),
g, g′ ∈ G, are called H-equivalent if [(g)]H = [(g′)]H .
To simplify our notations, when H is cyclic we identify H with its generator h and, so,
we brieﬂy say h-class (or h-equivalent) and write [(g)]h.
Theorem 2.5. Let p be an odd prime number. LetG= (Zpn,+) andAut(G). Suppose
E is a set of the representatives of the orbits of  included in Zpn\pZpn such that the
selected representatives of p-equivalent orbits belong to the same coset of pZpn . Choose e
in E. Deﬁne1 :
a ∗ b =
{
0 if a = 0,
bprker (e
−r ) if a = kpr with k ∈ Z, (k, p)= 1 and 0r <n.
Then N = (Zpn,+, ∗) is a pn-maximal wd-nearring.
Conversely, every pn-maximal wd-nearring N = (Zpn,+, ◦) coincides with the one
constructed as below, starting from the groupG= (Zpn,+) and choosing =(C), E as
the set of the idempotent elements of N and e coinciding with an idempotent right identity
of the residue class p.
3. Block designs from wd-nearrings
The object of this section is to prove Theorem 3.8, in which we state that a class of cyclic
block designs is constructible starting from a wd-nearring N, obtained as in Theorem 2.5.
In the following, most of the notation and terminology for design theory is that used
by [8]. Here we recall that an incidence structure (X,B ⊆ P(X)) on a ﬁnite set X is
called block design (or tactical conﬁguration) if all the blocks contain the same number k
of elements and all the elements occur in the same number r of blocks. A block design is
said to be incomplete (IB-design) if at least one of its blocks is a proper subset of X, and
cyclic if it has a cyclic automorphism group regular on X.
The numbers (v, b, r, k), where v and b are the cardinality of X and B respectively, are
called the parameters of the design. It is well known that they are not independent, because
vr = bk.
1 We recall thatx denotes the automorphismof such thatx(ex)=x, where ex is the selected representative
of the orbit (x).
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Deﬁnition 3.1. Let N be a pn-maximal wd-nearring. The set N ∗ a + b, a, b ﬁxed in N,
is called the block determined by a, b and denoted by Ba,b. A block of the form N ∗ a is
called a basic block generated by a.
Proposition 3.2. Let N be apn-maximal wd-nearring. If=(C) has order tph, (t, p)=1,
then there are c = p−1
t
pn−h−1 distinct basic blocks generated by the elements of C.
First we will show that if a, b belong toC thenN ∗a=N ∗b if, and only if, a and b belong
to the same -orbit. From [4] we learn that a ∈ C implies a ∈ N ∗ a. HenceN ∗ a=N ∗ b
implies a ∈ N ∗ b, that is, a = y ∗ b for some y ∈ N . So y cannot be nilpotent; otherwise,
y ∗ b= a ought to be nilpotent. Thus y is a cancellable element and, applying Theorem 2.5,
we have a = y ∗ b = by(1)= y(b). The converse is analogous.
We conclude that the number c of the distinct basic blocks equals the number |C||| of the
-orbits covering C, that is, c = p−1
t
pn−h−1.
Remark 1. The cardinality of a basic block depends on its generator. Generally, if a is a
cancellable element and q is a nilpotent, the cardinality of N ∗ a is greater than that of
N ∗ q. That is why, in order to obtain a tactical conﬁguration, only basic blocks generated
by cancellable elements will be considered. Moreover, since our claim is to obtain an
incomplete block design, we must exclude the case N =N ∗ a + b, for all a, b ∈ N . Thus
we will not consider the trivial case (C)= Aut(N+), in which the wd-nearring is a ring.
Hereinafter pn-maximal wd-nearring means p is an odd prime number and the nearring
is not a ring.
Proposition 3.3. Let  be a subgroup of Aut(Zpn,+) of order tph, (t, p)= 1. Then
|(pr)| =
{
t, rh,
tph−r , rh.
DenoteG= (Zpn,+). It is well-known that = T ×h, where T Aut(G) is a group
of order t of ﬁxed point free automorphisms of G and h = {k : a → ka | k = bpn−h +
1, 0bph−1}Aut(G) has order ph (see [5, Chapter 2, p. 49]). If rh, pr is ﬁxed by
each automorphism of h, so |(pr)| = t . Let r <h. The automorphisms of h ﬁxing pr
are of the form k , where k= bpn−h+ 1 with b ≡ 0 (modph−r ). The b elements satisfying
all our conditions are exactly pr , thus |(pr)| = ||
pr
= tph−r .
Proposition 3.4. LetNbeapn-maximalwd-nearring anda ∈ C. If=(C)has order tph,
(t, p)=1, thenN∗a=⋃n−1r=1 (apre−r )∪{0}∪(a) and |N∗a|= ph+1−1p−1 t+(n−h−1)t+1.
Obviously, (a, p) = 1 and N ∗ a = a(N ∗ 1) imply |N ∗ a| = |N ∗ 1|, for all a ∈
C. If x = kpr , with k ∈ Z and (k, p) = 1, from Theorem 2.5 we learn that x ∗ 1 =
prker (e
−r ), soN ∗1=Q∗1∪C ∗1=⋃n−1r=1 {kpr ∗1|k ∈ Z, (k, p)=1}∪ {0}∪(1) (see
[4, Proposition 9]). From Proposition 5 of [2] we know that kpr ∗ 1= ker ∗ e−rpr , for all
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r = 1, . . . , n − 1, moreover, it is clear that the set {ker | k ∈ Z, (k, p) = 1} equals C, so
{kpr ∗ 1 | k ∈ Z, (k, p)= 1}= {ker ∗ e−rpr | k ∈ Z, (k, p)= 1}=(e−rpr). ThusN ∗ 1=⋃n−1
r=1 (e−rpr)∪{0}∪(1). Since |(e−rpr)|= |(pr)|, the previous statement gives us
|N∗1|=∑hr=1 |(pr)|+∑n−1r=h+1 |(pr)|+1+||=∑hr=0 |(pr)|+∑n−1r=h+1 |(pr)|+1.
By Proposition 3.3 we obtain |N ∗ 1| =∑hr=0 tph−r + t (n−h− 1)+ 1= t (ph+1− 1)(p−
1)−1 + t (n− h− 1)+ 1.
Proposition 3.5. Let N be a pn-maximal wd-nearring. ThenN ∗ 1+ b=N ∗ 1 if, and only
if, b = 0.
If b=0 the statement is trivial. SupposeN ∗1+b=N ∗1, b = 0. Obviously b belongs to
N ∗1, as 0+b=b. ThusN ∗1 contains the cyclic additive subgroup 〈b〉, generated by b. This
implies b ∈ Q, otherwise,N=N ∗1 and this is excluded sinceN is not a ring. So, set b=kpr ,
where k ∈ Z and (k, p)= 1. From 〈b〉 ⊆ N ∗ 1 we know that 〈b〉 =⋃n−1i=r (e−ipi) ∪ {0}.
Hence the orbit of e−rpr contains all the elements ofQwhich are multiples of pr but not of
pr+1, which means |(e−rpr)|= (p−1)pn−(r+1). If r <h, from Proposition 3.3 we know
that |(e−rpr)|= tph−r , so h=n−1, t=p−1 and we obtain=Aut(N+), which implies
N = N ∗ 1, now excluded as N is not a ring. If rh, again from Proposition 3.3, we have
|(e−rpr)|=t , so r=n−1 and t=p−1, hence,b=kp(n−1). Thus, 〈b〉={0}∪(e−(n−1)pn−1)
and this implies {0} ∪ (e−(n−1)pn−1) = ({0} ∪ (e−(n−1)pn−1)) + b. The last equality
forces(e−ipi)=(e−ipi)+b, i=1, . . . , n−2. In particular, now we consider i=h. We
know that |(e−hph)| = t =p− 1; hence, e−hph+ b= (e−hph), where  is a ﬁxed point
free automorphism of N. Thus, e−hph+1 + pb = (e−hph+1) and the element e−hph+1 is
a ﬁxed point of , as pb = 0. This implies that h= n− 1 and again = Aut(N+), which
is excluded.
Proposition 3.6. Let N be a pn-maximal wd-nearring. Then Ba,b = Bc,d if, and only if,
N ∗ a =N ∗ c and b = d .
Obviously, N ∗ a = N ∗ c and b = d imply Ba,b = Bc,d . Suppose Ba,b = Bc,d and
d − b = 0. From N ∗ a = N ∗ c + (d − b) we obtain N ∗ 1 = N ∗ a−1c + (d − b)a−1.
Set g = a−1c and f = (d − b)a−1 to obtain N ∗ 1 = N ∗ g + f . From previous equality
u∗N ∗1=u∗N ∗g+u∗f , for all u ∈ C, and alsoN ∗1=N ∗g+u∗f , since u∗N=N . So
N ∗1=N ∗1+u∗f −f and Proposition 3.5 forces u∗f =f , for all u ∈ C. This means f
is a ﬁxed point for all the elements of, so=h and f =kpr , where rh and (k, p)=1.
For allm ∈ Z, (m, p)= 1, and for all ih, =h implies (mpi )= {mpi}; hence, for all
u ∈ C, u ∗ mpi = mpi , and thus mpi ∗ 1=mei ∗ e−ipi = e−ipi . This implies that, for all
ih, ge−ipi and e−ipi are the only multiples of pi , but not of pi+1, belonging to N ∗ g
and N ∗ 1, respectively. Hence mpn−1 ∗ g + f = e−rpr , as hn− 1. From h<n− 1, we
also obtain mpn−2 ∗ g+ f = e−rpr , the only multiple of pr , but not of pr+1, belonging to
N ∗ 1, and this is impossible because mpn−1 ∗ g = mpn−2 ∗ g. Hence it must be h= n− 1,
which implies r=n−1, as hr . So, from g+f ∈ (1), we have g+ kpn−1=1+hpn−1,
for some h ∈ Z, hence, g ∈ (1) and this forces (g)=(1). In this way we end up with
N ∗ g =N ∗ 1, which is excluded.
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Lemma 3.7. Let N be a pn-maximal wd-nearring with |(C)|= tph, (t, p)=1. Fix a ∈ C
and set Ba = {Ba,b|b ∈ N}, then
(1) (N,Ba) is a cyclic block design with parameters
v = b = pn and r = k = (p − 1)−1(ph+1 − 1)t + (n− h− 1)t + 1.
(2) There exist c = p−1
t
pn−h−1 disjoint cyclic block designs (N,Ba), a ∈ C, isomorphic
to each other.
(1) Firstly, we note that Da = (N,Ba) is the development of the basic block Ba,0, so it is
obviously cyclic. Proposition 3.5 tells us that b = |N | = pn. We know that each block
contains exactly k= ph+1−1
p−1 t+ (n−h−1)t+1 elements from Proposition 3.4. Finally,
as the number of the blocks containing an element x ∈ N equals the number of the
blocks containing 0, obviously, we can say that each element of N occurs in the same
number of blocks. Thus the replication number is r = bk/v = k.
(2) The ﬁrst part of the statement follows by Propositions 3.2 and 3.6. Moreover, any two
designs Da1 = (N,Ba1) and Da2 = (N,Ba2) are isomorphic via the automorphism

a2a
−1
1
of Zpn .
Theorem 3.8. Let N be a pn-maximal wd-nearring with |(C)| = tph and (t, p)= 1. Set
B = {Ba,b | a ∈ C, b ∈ N}. Then D = (N,B) is a cyclic block design with parameters
v = pn, b = cpn, k = ph+1−1
p−1 t + (n− h− 1)t + 1, r = ck.
We note thatD=(N,B) results in the union of the c= p−1
t
pn−h−1 disjoint developments
Da = (N,Ba), a ∈ C, and we apply Lemma 3.7.
In the sequel, block designs generated as in Section 3 will be called block designs derived
from N.
4. PBIB-designs
Deﬁnition 4.1. An association scheme with m associate classes on a ﬁnite setN is a family
A of m symmetric antireﬂexive binary relations R1, . . . , Rm on N such that:
(i) any two distinct elements of N are ith associates for exactly one value of i= 1, . . . , m;
(ii) for all i = 1, . . . , m and x ∈ N , there are exactly ni distinct elements y ∈ N so that
(x, y) ∈ Ri ;
(iii) for all i, j, k=1, . . . , m, if (x, y) ∈ Rk , the number pkij of z ∈ N such that (x, z) ∈ Ri
and (y, z) ∈ Rj is a constant depending on i, j, k but not on the particular choice of x
and y.
Deﬁnition 4.2. A tactical conﬁguration (N,B) is called a balanced incomplete block de-
sign (BIB-design) if there is a positive integer  so that, if x, y ∈ N are any two distinct
elements of N, then there are exactly  distinct blocks of B containing both x and y.
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Deﬁnition 4.3. A tactical conﬁguration (N,B) with an association schemeA is called a
partially balanced incomplete block design (PBIB-design) if there are positive integers i ,
i = 1, . . . , m, such that, if x, y ∈ N are any two ith associate elements, then x, y occur
together in exactly i blocks of B. Thus a PBIB-design (N,B,A) has parameters ni , pkij
and i in addition to those of the tactical conﬁguration (N,B).
Generally, the block designs derived from a pn-maximal wd-nearring N are not BIB-
designs. Nevertheless, we will see that it is possible to deﬁne an association scheme on N
making them PBIB-designs. In order to obtain this, we recall the following constructions.
Construction 1. A block design (N,B) is called an orbital design of Higman ([5,
p. 162]) if we obtainB in the following way: take H a transitive permutation group with an
intransitive subgroup S acting on a ﬁnite nonempty set N. Let B be any union of orbits of S
and S1 be the stabilizer of B, |H : S1| = b. Choose the representatives xi, i = 1, . . . , b, for
the cosets xiS1, i = 1, . . . , b. Finally, set B= {Bi = xi(B), i = 1, . . . , b}.
Construction 2. An orbital design (N,B) can become a PBIB-design. Precisely, from [7]
we know that from a transitive permutation group H of rank f + 1 on N, an orbital design
can be derived which results in a PBIB-design with at most f associate classes determined
as follows: consider a any element of N,Ha its stabilizer andN ={a} ∪1 ∪2 ∪ · · · ∪f
the decomposition ofN into theHa-orbits. For each orbitwe have′={g(a)|g ∈ H, a ∈
g()}, which is again an orbit, of the same length as , and (′)′ = . The orbits  and
′ are called paired and an orbit is called self-paired if = ′. Suppose i , i = 1, . . . , u,
are self-paired orbits and the remaining f − u orbits i ,′i , i = u + 1, . . . , (f − u)/2,
are paired. Points a and b are said to be sth associates if su and b ∈ s or s >u and
b ∈ s ∪′s . Moreover, g(a) and g(b), g ∈ H , are said to be sth associates if a and b are sth
associates too. Finally, sth associate points occur together in s blocks, where s depends
only on s.
Now, we come back to the block designs derived from a wd-nearring.
Lemma 4.4. Let N be a pn-maximal wd-nearring with |(C)| = tph, (t, p)= 1. If a ∈ C
and Ba = {Ba,b | b ∈ N}, then (N,Ba) is an orbital design.
Take=(C) and considerH =N×, the natural semidirect product where (a, )×
(b, 	) = (a + (b), 	), which acts transitively on N by (a,)n = a + (n). Consider
S = {(0,) | ∈ }. S is a subgroup of H isomorphic to , so |H : S| = pn. Moreover, S
acts intransitively onN, has the sameorbits of and turns out to be the stabilizer ofBa=N∗a
in H, a ∈ C. From Proposition 3.4 we know that N ∗ a is a union of some -orbits, so
we can construct an orbital design following the method described previously. Denote by
m = (m, idN) the representative of the coset mS = {(m,) | ∈ }. Let 0, . . . , pn − 1
be the representatives of the cosets of S and compute 0(Ba), . . . , pn − 1(Ba): you ﬁnd
b(Ba)= Ba,b, for all b ∈ N . Thus, (N,Ba) results in an orbital design.
Finally, we are able to prove the main theorem of this section.
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Theorem 4.5. Let N be a pn-maximal wd-nearring with |(C)| = tph and (t, p)= 1. The
block designs derived from N are PBIB-designs with either f associate classes, if t is even,
or f/2 associate classes, if t is odd, where f = [(ph− h+ p)pn−h−1 − 1]/t .
Previous Lemma 4.4 tells us that Da = (N,Ba) is an orbital design; hence, applying
Construction 2, an association scheme canbe determined starting from the orbits of=(C)
which makes Da = (N,Ba) a PBIB-design.
Actually, considering the group H =N× of Lemma 4.4 acting transitively on N, we
can identify the-orbitswith the orbits of the stabilizer of 0 ∈ N , asSt(0)={(0,) | ∈ }
is isomorphic to . Let f be the number of the nontrivial -orbits. From Theorem 16.4 of
[10] we learn that the paired orbits and′ of coincide if, and only if, there is an element
g ∈ H exchanging 0 and x ∈ . If || is even the element g=(x,−idN), exchanging 0 and
x, exists inH, for all x ∈ N ; thus, all the orbits are self-paired and the associate class number
is f. If || is odd such an element does not exist in H, for all x ∈ N , so no nontrivial orbit is
self-paired. Hence f is even and the associate class number is f/2. Using Proposition 3.3, we
easily obtain that the number of the-orbits covering prZpn\pr+1Zpn is pn−h−1(p−1)/t ,
for 0rh, and pn−r−1(p−1)/t , for h< rn−1. So, f =[(ph−h+p)pn−h−1−1]/t .
Finally, the design D = (N,B), the union of the disjoint orbital designs (N,Ba), for
a ∈ C (Theorem 3.8), results in a PBIB-design with respect to the same association scheme.
4.1. Association scheme and partial balance parameters
In [8] we ﬁnd many equalities involving PBIB-design parameters. For instance, for a
PBIB-design we can deﬁne the v × b incidence matrix A and read all the values of i in
the elements of A ∗ AT = (clm), l = m, where AT denotes the transpose matrix of A. If,
as usual, we say that each element is the 0th associate of itself we can write p0ii = ni and
pki0=pk0i=
ki (the Kronecker delta) andwe also know that the parameters of a PBIB-design
with m associate classes satisfy ni =∑mu=0 pkiu and nkpkij = nipikj . If the PBIB-design is
derived from a pn-maximal wd-nearring, further formulas for computing the PBIB-design
parameters can be found.
In this section, D = (N,B) denotes a PBIB-design derived from a pn-maximal wd-
nearring, as described in the previous section. In the following [Ba,b − Bc,d ] denotes the
list of the differences between the elements of Ba,b and those of Bc,d . The number of times
in which an element k occurs among the elements of [Ba,b − Bc,d ] is called the frequency
of k in [Ba,b − Bc,d ]. In particular the frequency of k in [Ba,0 − Bc,0] is denoted by fa,c,k
and we set fa,a,k = fa,k .
Proposition 4.6. The frequency of any k ∈ N in [Ba,0−Bc,0] equals the frequency of(k),
that is, fa,c,k = fa,c,(k)∀ ∈ , ∀a, c ∈ C.
Let n ∈ N ∗a andm ∈ N ∗c. Obviously, when belongs toAut(N+),(n) ∈ N ∗a
and (m) ∈ N ∗ c. Moreover, from n − m = k we obtain (n) − (m) = (k) and vice
versa.
Thus, to know all the possible frequencies of an element k ∈ N in [Ba,0 − Bc,0] it is
sufﬁcient to know the frequency of any element of its orbit (k).
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Proposition 4.7. The frequency of any k ∈ N in [Ba,0−Ba,0] equals the frequency of ka−1
in [B1,0 − B1,0], that is, fa,k = f1,ka−1 ∀a ∈ C.
In fact k ∈ [Ba,0−Ba,0] implies that there exist z, t ∈ N such that z ∗ a− t ∗ a= k, that
is, a(z ∗ 1− t ∗ 1)= k and ﬁnally z ∗ 1− t ∗ 1= ka−1. The converse is analogous.
Remember that in a ﬁnite wd-nearring N the left translations determined by the elements
ofC form a subgroup(C)= ofAut(N+). For convenience, in the followingEwill denote
a set of representatives, calling them ei , of all the-orbits contained inC, andDwill denote
a set of representatives, calling them di , of all the union setsUi=(di)∪(−di)=i ∪′i
of nontrivial -orbits. On the basis of Section 3, if the -orbits are self-paired, which
means || is even, each of them is connected to an association class via xRiy if, and
only if, y − x ∈ (di) = i . If the -orbits are not self-paired, which means || is odd,
paired orbits are connected to an association class via xRiy if, and only if, y − x ∈ (di)
∪ (−di)= i ∪ ′i .
Finally we are ready to prove the following.
Theorem 4.8. LetD=(N,B) be a PBIB-design derived from a pn-maximal wd-nearring.
Then
i = 1||
∑
g∈C
f1,dig =
∑
ej∈E
f1,diej .
From Theorem 3.8 we know that B =⋃a∈C Ba and the number of distinct Ba is c =
p−1
t
pn−h−1. Consequently i =∑a∈E (i )a , where (i )a denote the number of blocks of
Ba containing two ith associate elements. From [8], Lemma 1 of Chapter 3, we learn that the
number of blocks ofBa containing twogivendistinct elementsx, y ofN equals the frequency
fa,y−x of y− x in [Ba,0−Ba,0]. From Proposition 4.7 we know that fa,y−x = f1,(y−x)a−1 .
Bearing inmind that two elements ofC belong to the same orbit if, and only if, they generate
the same basic block, the number of blocks containing x and y is 1||
∑
g∈C f1,(y−x)g . Now,
choose x, y so that x−y=di , the representative ofUi . Obviously x and y are ith associates;
thus, i= 1||
∑
g∈C f1,dig . Instead of having g running inC, which forces the division by ||,
we can choose a representative ei in each orbit contained in C to obtain i =∑ej∈E f1,diej .
Corollary 4.9. LetD=(N,B) be a PBIB-design derived from apn-maximal wd-nearring.
Ifi ⊆ C then i=∑ej∈E f1,ej and if,moreover, the-orbits are not self-paired,we obtain
i = 2∑dj∈D∩C f1,dj .
Theorem 4.10. LetD=(N,B) be aPBIB-design derived fromapn-maximalwd-nearring.
Consider the three union sets Uk =k ∪′k , and Ui =i ∪′i , and Uj =j ∪′j . If two of
them are contained in a proper subgroup N ′ of N+ and the third has an empty intersection
with N ′, then pkij = pikj = pjik = 0.
Let N ′ be a proper subgroup of N+. Suppose Ui,Uj ⊆ N ′ and Uk ∩ N ′ = ∅. Consider
the two kth associate elements 0 and dk , the representative of Uk . The ith associates of
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0 are the elements of Ui and the jth associates of dk are the elements of Uj + dk . Thus
pkij = |Ui ∩ (Uj + dk)|. Suppose pkij = 0. Then there exists at least an element u belonging
to Ui ∩ (Uj + dk), that is, u ∈ Ui and u= d + dk for some d ∈ Uj . Thus dk = u− d ∈ N ′
and this is excluded, as Uk ∩ N ′ = ∅. From pkij = 0 we obtain pikj = 0, as nkpkij = nipikj
and ni = 0. For the same reason and bearing in mind that pkij = pkji , we have pjik = 0.
Theorem 4.11. In a PBIB-design D = (N,B) derived from a pn-maximal wd-nearring,
we have ni = |i | if || is even, and ni = 2|i | if || is odd.
Obviously, the number ni of ith associates of any x ∈ N equals the cardinality of
Ui = i ∪ ′i and, from Theorem 4.5, we know that i = ′i if, and only if, || is even.
5. Example
In this section, we give the reader an example of the previous construction, developed in
the following steps:
First step: choose G,  and deﬁne “ ∗ ” .
Second step: construct block designs.
Third step: deﬁne an association scheme.
Fourth step: have PBIB-designs and their partial balance parameters.
Example 5.1. First step: choose G,  and deﬁne “ ∗ ” .
We consider the additive group G = (Z73 ,+) and we choose Aut(G) of order 21.
So we are working with p = 7, n = 3, t = 3 and h = 1. We can compute the number of
the -orbits covering C = Z73\7Z73 , c = 14 (see Proposition 3.2). Now we have to select
a set E of the representatives of these -orbits and, for convenience, we want that 1 ∈ E.
The -orbits are not self-paired because the order of  is odd, so a suitable selection is
E = (ej )j∈{1,...,14} = (1 + 7i, 342 − 7i) with i = 0, . . . , 6. Now, from Theorem 2.5 we
learn that a new multiplication “ ∗ ” can be deﬁned on Z73 . Actually, now we are not really
interested in the whole construction of this multiplication, thus, we refer the interested
reader to [1]. Anyway, now we know that a 73-maximal wd-nearring is generated.
Second step: construct block designs.
Using as blocks the sets N ∗ a + b, with a ∈ C, b ∈ N , block designs can be generated.
We have 14 basic blocks: N ∗ ej , for j = 1, . . . , 14. Each of them generates a cyclic block
design with parameters v = b = 343 and k = r = 28 (Theorem 3.7). So we have 14 cyclic
block designs, isomorphic to each other, and their union is a cyclic block design with the
following parameters.
v = 343, b = 14 · 343, k = 28 and r = 14 · 28.
Third step: deﬁne an association scheme.
We follow the construction described in Section 4. We can compute the number of the
nontrivial-orbits, f=30 (see Theorem4.5). As ||=21 is odd,we know that the nontrivial
-orbits are not self-paired so we deﬁne the Uis by pairing them, that is, Ui =i ∪ (−i ),
with i=1, . . . , 15. Thus we obtain an association scheme with 15 associate classes deﬁning
x and y to be ith associates when x − y belongs to Ui . To compute the parameters of our
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association scheme we need the set D of the representatives of the Uis. A good selection
could be D = (di)i∈I15 = (1, e2, . . . , e7, 7, 7e2, . . . , 7e7, 49).
We know that the number of the ith associates of each element depends on i only,
and now we have ni = |Ui |, and thus n1 = · · · = n7 = 42, n8 = · · · = n15 = 6 (see
Proposition 3.3).
Since m= 15, the pkij ﬁll in 15 squared matrices of order 15, the
Theorem 4.10 gives us
In addition we notice that pkij equals the frequency of dk , the representative of Uk , in the
list of the differences between the elements of Ui and those of Uj .
Fourth step: have PBIB-designs and their partial balance parameters.
From Theorem 4.5, the constructed block designDwith the previous association scheme
turns out to be a PBIB-design which may be split into 14 orbital block designs, isomorphic
to each other. To compute their parameters we apply Propositions 4.8 and 4.9 directly.
For convenience, we will denote by Dj the orbital design generated by Bej ,0 = N ∗ ej ,
j = 1, . . . , 14, and by (i )j , i = 1, . . . , 15, the respective partial balance parameters. From
Theorem 4.8 we know that (i )j = (i )ej =f1,e−1j di and we notice that (i )1= (i )8, (i )2=
(i )9, (i )3 = (i )10, (i )4 = (i )11, (i )5 = (i )12, (i )6 = (i )13, (i )7 = (i )14.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
D1 4 0 0 1 7 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 23
D2 1 4 0 0 1 7 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 23
D3 1 1 4 0 0 1 7 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 23
D4 7 1 1 4 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 23
D5 1 7 1 1 4 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 23
D6 0 1 7 1 1 4 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 23
D7 0 0 1 7 1 1 4 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 23
D 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 322
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